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Description:

The Arc Model XS-432 is a 75 watt xenon light source system designed for use with ARC
SpectraPro® series monochromators.  It consists of a 75 watt xenon lamp (Hamamatsu L2174-01 or
Osram XBO 75 W/2), a housing with light collection mirror, and a regulated power supply (Optiquip
Model 1200).  The /xs-432 is assembled, tested and aligned prior to shipment to minimize assembly
at the customer facility.  The lamp, however must be shipped separately for protection against
damage, therefore must be installed prior to operation.  Adjustments are provided on the light
collecting mirror mount in the event that realignment becomes necessary.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Caution:

Read All Precautions Below and in the Manufacturer’s Handling Precautions, and Become
Aware of the Hazards Pertaining to Xenon Lamps Before Attempting to Handle them!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Handling Precautions:  Xenon lamps are always under pressures above atmosphere, so use
extreme care when handling, installing or mounting them to avoid any mechanical strains on
the lamp.  Protective glasses, heavy gloves and a mask should always be worn when handling
xenon lamps.  Mechanical strain can cause the lamp to shatter violently!

2. Contamination:  Never touch the lamp with bare hands, as fingerprints or other contaminants
left on the lamp during operation will cause permanent degradation to the lamp envelope.
Contamination can cause the lamp to shatter violently!

3. Radiation Hazards:  The Xs-432 xenon light source should never be operated unless properly
mounted to the entrance slit of a SpectraPro™ series monochromator.  The output spectra of
xenon lamps contains high levels of short wavelength ultraviolet radiation, which can cause
permanent damage to unprotected skin and eyes.  Therefore, never look directly into the output
beam, any diffuse reflection, or any specular (mirror) reflection even for a short period of time
without suitable protective ultraviolet blocking filters or glasses.  Never look into the exit slit
of a monochromator when xenon or other ultraviolet light sources are in operation.  Even
when a monochromator output is set to “non-ultraviolet” wavelengths, the output may contain
“second order” or stray ultraviolet radiation.

4. Ozone Hazard:  All xenon lamps, other than ozone free lamps, allow ozone gas to be generated
while the lamp is in operation.  Always provide for proper ventilation to remove this ozone.
High concentrations of ozone are dangerous and can constitute a serious health hazard!

5. Other:  Read manufacturers “Instructions for use of Xenon XBO”, attached, before attempting
to install or operate this lamp.
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Installation Instructions

XS-432
Important: These instructions are valid for XS-432 Light Sources bearing certain serial
numbers.
If the digits of the serial number that immediately follow 432 are 95 or greater please use these
instructions.  If the digits of the serial number that immediately follow 432 are less than 95 then
disregard these instructions and use the following Mounting Instructions.

Your XS-432 75 Watt Xenon Light Source is shipped with an installation kit which includes the
following parts.

Part Quantity Description ARC Part No.
Mounting Screws 3 8-32 X 1¼” Black Alloy 100-120-015

Mounting Screws 2 8-32 X ½” Black Alloy 100-120-010

Shoulder Screws 2 8-32 Attached to spacer 100-107-005

Spacer 1 ¾” 8401-025-66
Spacer 1 ¼” 8401-025-65

Hex Wrench 1 1/16” 700-025-002
Hex Wrench 1 9/64” 700-100-008

There are two variations for the installation of the XS-432.  One set up assumes the use of either
of the two optional Filter Wheel Assemblies FA-448 and FA-448-2.  The other set up is
designed for using theXS-432 without a filter wheel.

XS-432
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Light Source Installation (With Filter Wheel)

1) Be sure that there are no cable connections made to the XS-432 Light Source and that is
has had sufficient time to cool.

2) Insert the three 8-32 x 1 ¼” black alloy screws into the recessed holes of the ¼” Spacer as
shown in step one.

3) Lay the ¼” Spacer against the Filter Wheel and push the screws through the holes
provided in the filter wheel as shown in step 2.

4) Using the 9/64” Hex Wrench, tighten the Filter Wheel / ¼” Spacer combination onto the
entrance slit of the instrument as shown in step 3.

5) Using the 1/16” Hex Wrench, remove the cover to the XS-432.  See step 5.

6) Align the XS-432’s shoulder screw slots with the shoulder screws that are attached to the
¼” Spacer.  Attach the XS-432.  See step 6.

7) Insert and tighten the two 8-32 X ½” black alloy screws into the mounting holes on the
inside of the TS-428.  See step 7.

8) Replace the cover of the XS-432.

          Step 1.
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Step 2.

        Step 3.

                                        Step 4.

Tighten these

Remove
Cover Screws
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        Step 5.

Step 6.

Light Source Installation (No Filter Wheel)

Perform all the above steps except substitute the ¾” Spacer for the Filter Wheel.

      ¾” Spacer

Tighten ½”
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Mounting (for the serial numbers following 432 that are less than 95 ONLY):

For proper operation, the lamp housing must always be mounted to the entrance slit of the
spectrometer and the lamp housing cover must always be in place.

To mount the lamp housing to the entrance slit, use the following procedure:

A1. Locate the two (2) shoulder screws and the two (2) 8-32 cap screws supplied with the
XS-432.  Insert the shoulder screws into the two bottom outside tapped holes of the
entrance slit of the spectrometer and tighten.  These are used to mount the lamp
housing.

A2. Remove the four (4) slotted screws from the top of the lamp housing, then remove the
cover.

Caution: Do not touch the surface of the focusing mirror.

A3. Carefully slide the two (2) “key hole” type slots of the lamp housing mounting flange
over the should screws in the entrance slit of the spectrometer.  Insure that the top two
holes of the lamp housing mounting flange align properly with the top tow tapped holes
of the spectrometer entrance slit.

A4. Insert the two (2) 8-23 cap screws in the top tow holes of the lamp housing mounting
flange and tighten.

A5. If the lamp is to be installed at this time, proceed to stop #B2 below.  If not, replace the
lap housing cover.
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Installation of the Xenon Lamp in the Lamp Housing: (All Serial Numbers)
(Note: The lamp housing must be mounted to the entrance slit as described above)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAUTION

Never touch the xenon lamp (bulb) or the surface of the focusing mirror.
If the xenon lamp should become contaminated, refer to the manufacturer’s handling
precautions for proper cleaning procedure.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To initially install the xenon lamp in the lamp housing, use the following procedure.

B1. Remove the four (4) screws from the lamp housing cover and remove the cover.

B2. Locate the 1/16 and 7/64 Allen wrenches supplied.

B3. A shipping post is installed in place of the lamp for shipping purposes.  Inside the lamp
housing, locate and become familiar with the shipping post, the top terminal, the mirror
locations and the base terminal with a split clamp arrangement securing the shipping
post.

Caution: Do not touch, talk or breathe on the mirrors.

B4. Note the orientation of the top terminal, as the lamp and top terminal must be installed
in the same orientation.  Using the 1/16” Allen wrench, loosen the set screw in the end
of the top.  Note:  Do not remove the wire from the top terminal.  Remove the top
terminal from the shipping post and set the terminal inside the lamp housing, adjacent
to the mirror.

B5. Insert the end of the 7/64” Allen wrench into the screw in the split clamp of the base
terminal and loosen the screw.  Remove the shipping post and save for future use.

B6. Locate the section at the end of this manual tabbed “Lamp OEM Instructions”.  Read,
become familiar with and follow the “Lamp OEM Instructions”.

B7. Locate the lamp shipping box.  Put on a protective mask, goggles (glasses), and gloves
and carefully remove the lamp from its shipping box.   Do not remove the protective
cover from the lamp at this time.

B8. Become familiar with the lamp, noting in particular the “+” and “—” terminals on each
end of the lamp and the short black line on the “+” end.  Also, look at the top terminal
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in the lamp housing and note the small pin protruding into the through hole in the top
terminal.  Insert the “+” terminal on the lamp into the top terminal in the lamp housing.
Orient the lamp so that the clear part of the lamp envelope will face the source
mounting flange when installed with the top terminal in the original orientation.  While
gently holding the lamp in the tope terminal, securely hold the top terminal and tighten
the terminal clamping screw in the top terminal using the Allen wrench provided.
Caution: Do not over tighten the clamping screw.

Caution: Do not apply any pressure to the lamp when tightening the set screw!  Do not over
tighten the set screw.

B9. Very carefully remove the protective cover from the lamp.  Gently insert the lamp (with
the top terminal connected) into the split clamp in the base terminal until it rests on the
small pin.

Caution: Do not apply any stress or strain to the lamp.  Assure that the top terminal is oriented
approximately as noted in stop #B4.

B10. Tighten base terminal clamping screw using the Allen wrench provided until the lamp
is secure.

Caution: Do not over tighten the clamping screw.

B11. Replace the top cover.

The xenon lamp is now properly installed.

Operation: (All Serial Numbers)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAUTION
THE TOP COVER MUST BE IN PLACE BEFORE THE LAMP IS TURNED ON!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Connections for the XS-432
1. Connect the DC power cable between the XS-432 lamp housing and the Optiquip power

supply.

2. Connect the line cord between the lamp housing fan and the outlet on the rear of the
Optiquip power supply.

3. With the power switch on the Optiquip power supply switched off, plug its line cord into
a 110 volt outlet.
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To Turn Lamp On:
1. Turn on the switch on the Optiquip power supply to ignite the Xenon lamp.  This may

take several seconds depending on the age and temperature of the Xenon bulb.
2. The Optiquip power supply is preadjusted for a power of 75 watts to operate the Xenon

lamp by Acton Research Corp.  If the power is not 75 watts during operation, refer to the
Optiquip power supply instruction manual.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WARNING

IF LOUD SNAPPING SOUNDS ARE HEARD FROM THE LAMP HOUSING OR
POWER SUPPLY DIRNG IGNITION, TURN OFF THE POWER SUPPLY
IMMEDIATELY AND CHECK ALL CABLE CONNECTIONS.
FAINT CLICKING SOUNDS DURING IGNITION ARE NORMAL.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To Turn Lamp Off:

1. Turn off power switch on the Optiquip power supply.

Refer to the attached manufacturer’s instruction manual for more details on operation of the
power supply and lamp.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAUTION

High Voltage Light Sources such as the XS-432 May Cause Interference with Computers
and Microprocessors, Especially During start Up of the Lamp.  The Light Source Should
be Turned On Before Starting and Computers or Microprocessor Controlled
Monochromators.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------








